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with the various "seed" types (a.k.a. "generator settings") you can create a wide
variety of terrain styles and designs with configurable widths and heights, multiple

layers, differently shaped sections and parameters to adjust the size, angle, resolution,
etc. spreadscape 2 and splinespread are not only for creating massive amounts of
object clones, but can also be used to create individual object clones like this (right

click with your mouse and select "create from scratch"). to help you with mesh
rendering, free comes with a function that can automatically place objects on a surface

or spline. this step is usually performed by automating the placement/scattering of a
number of objects from the object buttons. however, you can also manually place

objects on the surface, or spline. to help you with this, free comes with a drawing tool
that allows you to manually sketch the objects' placement. the special lod definitions of

the surfspread object are not just the lod functions to hide single surface polygons!
using the lod function, you can now hide only a small region of a surface, thereby

generating unique rocks and stones at the visible surface! filter through the existing
rocks and stones and reveal the ones you want at first glance using the surfacespread
object surfacespread 2 produces virtually unlimited amount of rocks, stones and other

objects, but also enables unique surface details of surfaces. if necessary, the new mesh
can be hidden entirely or subtracted from the meshes of your scene! you can choose
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and customize in detail the distribution of rocks and stones on surfaces using the
surfacespread object. the function brings special rocks and stones to the surface within

the blink of an eye. and if you want to add a second mood to your already different
landscape, the function offers the possibility of unique dialing codes, which you can

activate on your pc to change your computer clock to the atomic time server!
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take advantage of the endless possibilities for landscapes with cinema 4d r17!
download the free spreadsurf object and create amazing landscapes with an almost

infinite amount of functionality and variety! what if i told you that you can create
detailed 3d models with an invisible guide mesh!surfacespread uses a spline to interact
with the shapes of the 3d objects in the scene. therefore you can create terrain, cut it

to your desires and model detail in it!for each object you can use a different tool object
to work in the spreadscape - it gives you access to the tools that you need for

modeling, sculpting, texturing and painting terrain.the terrain can be edited at any
time, and you can use a variety of tools to improve it! add spline levels to increase

functionality and find out what's possible in spreadscape! with the surfacespread object
you can create an infinite amount of detailed and unique terrains! create landscape
and add spline levels to improve your creations! the spreadscale object works much

like the standard cinema 4d landscape object, but with all the added functionality and
the ability to create custom spline levels. it contains infinite possibilities for real

landscapes! cinema4d r17 offers some ground breaking features that are great in
landscape creation. using the surfacespread object, you can enhance your landscapes

by sculpting and editing the spline objects at any time! the splines will appear
transparent, which gives you the impression that you are editing them directly.

surfacespread also works as a landscape generator, giving you limitless possibilities for
creating new and unique landscapes! 5ec8ef588b
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